they're stored in scientifically correct cold dry air vaults on our own premises.

in our fur shop you may see scientific cleaning, repairing and refashioning.

the cost... a modest sum indeed for the care of such cherished possessions.

"There can be no dissatisfaction.... so simple and so easy to arrange for the care of your fur, phone, wire, or write Kerr's furrier.

Oklahoma City, Okla.

Save in Youth For Old Age

Comparatively few men and women get rich quickly. A far greater number of fortunes are built through well-planned investment in carefully selected securities.

Plan your investments. In the preparation of your plan there is immediately available to you—without charge or obligation—the long experience of the officers and directors of this company. It is at your service whether the amount you wish to invest be one hundred dollars or one hundred thousand.

Complete Trust and Title Services
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"Saves surely by investing wisely"

AMERICAN-FIRST TRUST CO.
201 West Main
Hales Bldg.
Oklahoma City
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